Parents Information
Corona measures:
The traffic light color system for schools is determined by the Education Directory and
is based on the official nationwide traffic light system; however, the color assigned to
the school may also be different from the color assigned to a specific district. It is
important that the color of the school is decisive in attending school. If a student lives
in a “red” district and the school color is “yellow”, he or she is allowed to attend
school.
Wearing a face covering is mandatory outside of the classroom; however, the
classroom is viewed as an extended family area , therefore, inside the classroom it is
not compulsory to wear a mask, but possible on a voluntary basis. Teachers must
wear a mask/face covering if they cannot maintain the minimum distance from the
students.
There is a seating plan within the classroom and classes taught in mixed groups (e.g.
languages) there should be as few points of contact as possible between the
students of different classes.
The usual hygiene procedures (disinfection when entering the school building, social
distancing, hand washing, etc.) remain in place, but surface disinfection is no longer
required. Classroom ventilation is required every twenty minutes.
A common cold with its typical symptoms is not considered a possible case of Covid.
Please consider this when deciding whether your child can attend school.
In the event of a suspected Covid infection, the following procedure should be
considered:
Affected child must put on a face covering. Another option would be to visit the
school doctor who would inform the parents, so the child could be picked up at the
secretary’s office.
We ask you to contact your family doctor or call 1450 (Covid hotline) and inform the
school about further procedures/test results.
If the Covid suspicion is confirmed, the health authorities must also be alerted. In the
event of an officially imposed quarantine, the child’s schooling will be accommodated
through distance learning.
People outside the school who stay in the school building for more than 15 minutes
must register with the secretary (follow-up). Consultation hours are possible. Parents'
evenings for each class are only possible with a face mask.
A test will be carried out as part of the “Gurgelstudie” (gargle study), in which 20 to 40
students from the lower grades take part, but parental consent is a required.

School fees:
Further information can be found at www.europagym.at / Service / financial support.
Federal school fees: Application is possible from year 9. Please apply to the
Education Directory by December 31. Forms may be obtained from the secretary in
charge of students or from the application form cabinet.
Support for school events such as the ski course, sports week, project week from 2nd
to 7th grade, apply to the Education Directory by April 30th. Forms may be obtained
from the secretary in charge of students or from the application form cabinet.
Support for school events by the parents’ association: Forms - www.europagym.at
/contact /parents' association.

Assessment criteria:
•

•

•

•

•

As of this year, the assessment criteria will be made available online on
Eduvidual via Class Course Class /our Class /Assessment Criteria. You need
your child's access data for this.
Please carefully read the assessment criteria for the respective class with the
relevant subjects and confirm them with your signature. This information will
be made available between Monday, the 28th of September and Sunday, the
4th of October 2020. Note: subjects not attended by your child do not apply.
This step ensures that the assessment criteria in the student councils are
largely standardized, in addition to saving an enormous amount of paper,
which makes good environmental sense as we are a climate alliance school.
Please note that uniform assessment criteria are not mandatory, that is, in one
or the other subject it can happen that these are issued in writing. In addition,
the assessment criteria may differ depending on the school branch.
Enclosed you will find detailed instructions on how to access the assessment
criteria.

